GEORGE THE THIRD
of Proprietors, the members of which were to hold stock amount-
ing to ^2000. Where Fox went wrong was in his choice of the
original seven Commissioners: it was immediately seen that they
were his minions, and this gave force to argument on the other
side—that the Bill was designed not in the interests of the people
of India but in the interests of Fox and his friends. A con-
temporary cartoonist brought this fact out in his Carlo Khan,
which depicted the Khan [Fox] riding down Leadenhall Street
on the back of an elephant [North], which was being docilely led
by Burke. Incidentally Burke, who had opposed North's
Regulating Act on the ground that it interfered with the vested
interests of the East India Company, had now completely changed
his coat; and there is good reason for saying that the Bills [actu-
ally there were two Bills concerned with Indian affairs] were
drafted by him.
The King was very proud of his knowledge of Indian affairs;
and it must be admitted that he was extraordinarily well-informed
on this subject. None knew better than he the dangers which
must arise from allowing what was after all a trading association
to exercise sovereign rights over a coloured people; and, as
has already been mentioned, he was strong in his condemnation
of the ' rapine ' and other irregularities which were unfortunately
committed by the Company's servants. One thing in Fox's
Bill obscured, as far as George was concerned, its obvious ad-
vantages : it was the transference to Parliament of the right to
nominate the Commissioners. This made it patent to him that
Fox was out merely to limit the Crown's influence; and George
was determined to resist such an affront [there is little doubt that
Fox meant it as such] to the bitter end.
In the House of Commons Pitt stood up boldly to defend
vested interests, which were so clearly violated by the principles
underlying Fox's measure. His eloquence was superb, even if
nowadays some of his arguments appear fallacious. In a dramatic
outburst Pitt warned people of the consequences which he was
convinced would follow the acceptance of such an evil precedent:
No public securities whatever—no public corporation—not the
Bank of England—not even Magna Carta itself—would be secure
from the innovations of a " ravenous coalition," whose harpy jaws
were gaping to swallow a patronage amounting to more than two
millions of money sterling.
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